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Companies pay companies-tax on their profits in the 

Netherlands. The tax rate is 42%. Naturally there are 

a lot of exceptions, exemptions and privileges. 

Pension funds and other types of carriers of only 

pension-type obligations are exempt from this tax. In 

our actuarial way of thinking this is 100% logical. 

Pensions can be considered as deferred income for those 

who receive part of their remuneration in cash, and 

part in other benefits, like social insurances and 

pensions. Social insurance premiums are split 

indiscriminately or randomly, or we might say 

politically (i.e. purely illogically) between the 

employers' part and the employees' part of the social 

burden. We must admit that the same happens with 

premiums for additional private pensions. The 

difference is only some psychology or sentiment. 

Returning to the title: the Dutch have accumulated not 

only tremendous amounts in their pension carriers, but 

also built up considerable untaxed surpluses. Here 

starts the problem. Life insurance companies offering 

"deferred annuities" under the incorrect name of 

"pensions1' suffer the companies-tax. These companies 

have an excellent lobby in our political atmosphere as 

long as this is coloured, as in the U.K., somewhat 

right of centre. 



The Dutch Finance Minister therefore accepted the idea, 

that pension funds and life insurance companies ought 

to be at the same taxation level in order to keep 

competition clean. With so many thousands of millions 

of Dutch guilders (in U.S.$ it increases every day in 

November 1987!), it would be sufficient to match the 

usual governmental deficit. 

1- Surpluses in an untaxed pension carrier will sooner 

or later reduce future tax-deductable premiums, so they 

will increase companies-tax later. 

2- Pensions have a different dimension from deferred 

annuities. Pgnsions mean a basket of goods and 

services and are comparable with cash salaries and 

wages. Annuities mean only a somewhat complicated form 

of bonds and other investment vehicles. The difference 

is clear: a pension is in the Dutch concept 'benefit 

defined', whereas annuities are 'contribution defined'. 

3- Pensions in the Netherlands are geared to 

salaries/years of service/social benefits/etc., 

irrespective of what some consulting actuary says about 

the cost of it. In a vital company pensions form part 

of total labour conditions. 

4- If the company must end its activities, pension 

promises degenerate to a type of deferred annuity, i.e. 

the only product offered by life insurance companies. 

In all other situations the difference in dimension 

remains upright. 



5- Some pension carriers prefer a large surplus in view 

of hard years to come. 

Others - like some software offices - prefer the 

zero-surplus method. 

Clever investors consider the zero-surplus method ideal 

to decrease future premiums, and switched in August 

1987 from shares to bonds and loans. 

Others did so some months later..... 

6- In the Netherlands most pension funds with 

self-investment have invested at least 90% in nominal 

assets (bonds and loans), at most 5% in shares and (for 

the bigger funds) a part in real property. The biggest 

pension fund matched its loss on shares with a small 

increase of market value of nominal assets in October 

1987. The preference for bonds and loans as investment 

vehicles for Dutch pension funds dates back to 1922, 

when our Supervision started. The Dutch guilders 

investment for Dutch guilder obligations was and is 

still the number 1 policy. I recognize that this is 

too formal. It is still even now rule number 1 for 

pension funds. - 

7- Taxing pension funds would possibly help life 

insurance companies in the competition, but they have 

not only to cope with the same companies tax, but also 

with: 

-- their Board of Directors; 

-- their shareholders; 



-- their commissions; 
-- their administrative burden (many complex schemes 

instead of one). 

8- As seen from the point of view of life insurance 

companies, there seems to be an unfair competition. 

This point is clear. Would it help them when pension 

funds are taxed on their profits? Of course not: 

a- They draw attention to the fact that they make 

profits on their deferred annuity schemes. 

b- The self administered schemes would claim the same 

special tax privileges as the life offices have now. 

c- Initial surpluses are not taxed instantaneously, but 

stretched over 5 years. 

d- Tax on profits of separate pension funds is likely 

to increase future tax-deductable pension 

premiums ... 
e- ... or decrease pension benefits and taxes on these 

benefits. 

Reduction of benefits is politically unpopular, 

whatever the colour of the Government. 

8- As seen from the Government in the Netherlands, it 

seems clear that something has to be done. Pension 

funds have a return on their portfolios of 7% or 8%, 

whereas inflation is around zero and sometimes is at 

deflation levels. Real interest is therefore high. We 

still calculate at 4% actuarial interest. This is the 

maximum our Supervision allows, and the minimum our tax 

authorities permit. In between we feel quite healthy. 
So something has to be done somehow. The 



capitalisation for pensions is very high. It helps the 

administration in our country to keep interest levels 

low. The demographic picture in the Netherlands is the 

same as in comparable developed countries, showing 

heavy burdens in and around 2010. This is only 22 

years ahead. Mixed financing of old-age provisions, 

partly for the social insurance part without 

investment, and partly for the additional part with 

solid investment, seems a reasonable choice. 

In this choice there is no room for taxation of 

self-administered pension funds. 

We keep things cool in the Netherlands as far as 

changes are concerned in the Dow-Jones Index or the 

Footsie Index. We usually value our bonds and loans at 

par and our shares at historic prices or lower market 

value. If we look at it this way, taxation does not 

mean so much in 1987. 

Still taxation of pension funds should be disregarded: 

-- firstly, because it neglects a logical system, where 
pension funds mean an intermediary station between 

salaries/wages and pensions. 

-- secondly, because the tax burden on life insurance 
companies is only on the profits they make on these 

so-called pension plans. If they offer fairly honest 

deferred annuities plans their profits will be modest 

and taxes a trifle. 

-- thirdly, because of the logical system, where losses 
mean a negative tax, the balance is zero. 



E.E.C. aspects. 

One of the high ideals of the European Economic 

Community is that ultimately there should be free 

movement of labour, goods, capital and services 

throughout the community. 

Would this not be a nice idea: the company is situated 

in the Netherlands; the pension fund in France. All 

types of supervision are equal in the E.E.C. The value 

equilibrium is taken into account for 100 per cent. So 

Dutch guilder investments for Dutch guilder obligations 

etc. 

The case is completely imaginary. It is clear however, 

that a nonsensical companies-tax for Dutch pension 

funds would mean a splendid challenge for the Dutch 

consulting actuaries, comparable with the work involved 

because of the U.S. ERISA and FASBs etc for our 

American colleagues. 

The next of kin of the active consulting actuaries will 

be most indebted. 

Luckily, I retired in time and I enjoy it. 


